
Digital Logic Design I CPE100: Fall 22

Homework #3
Due Su. 9/25

Note: Do not use a calculator or computer to complete the following exercises. You must show all
your work and put a box around your final answer to receive credit. Messy or unreadable submis-
sions will receive no credit.

Total Points: 75

1. (0 points) How long (in hours) did it take you to complete the homework? This will not affect
your grade (unless omitted) but it helps gauge the workload for this and future semesters. If
you do not answer this question you will get -5 points.

2. (5 points) Write a Boolean equation for the following statement.

If it Rains and you are in Las Vegas, you will Dance outside.

The inputs are R (TRUE when rains, otherwise FALSE), and L (TRUE when in Vegas, other-
wise FALSE). Output is D (TRUE when you dance outside, otherwise FALSE). Note: otherwise
FALSE statement is not required and will be omitted from here on.

Solution

D = RL

3. (5 points) Write a Boolean equation for the following statement.

If you are wearing Blue pants or if you are wearing Blue pants and a Red shirt, you get some
Gum.

The inputs are B (TRUE when wearing blue pants), and R (TRUE when wearing a red shirt).
Output is G (TRUE when you get gum).

Solution

G = B +BR

4. (5 points) Write a Boolean equation for the following statement.

You win if you either press the red and green buttons but not the yellow button, or if you press
the blue button but not the red button.

The inputs are r, g, y, b for each color (TRUE when red, green, yellow, or blue button is pressed
respectively). Output is w (TRUE when you win).

Solution

w = rgy + br

5. (15 points) Complete Exercise 2.2 (a-c) in the textbook.

Solution

(a) (5 points) Y = ĀB +AB̄ +AB

(b) (5 points) Y = ĀB̄C + ĀBC̄ + ĀBC +AB̄C̄ +ABC̄

(c) (5 points) Y = ĀB̄C +ABC̄ +ABC

6. (15 points) Complete Exercise 2.4 (a-c) in the textbook.

Solution

(a) (5 points) Y = (A+B)
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(b) (5 points) Y = (A+B + C) · (Ā+B + C̄) · (Ā+ B̄ + C̄)

(c) (5 points) Y = (A+B + C) · (A+ B̄ + C) · (A+ B̄ + C̄) · (Ā+B + C) · (Ā+B + C̄)

7. (5 points) Minimize expression from Problem 3 and justify the answer (e.g. give Boolean
Theorem used). Explain if it cannot be minimized.

Solution

G = B +BR

= B T9: Covering Theorem

8. (15 points) Minimize each of the Boolean equations from Problem 5. Show your work and list
which axiom or theorem was used in each step. The final equation should be in minimized
sum-of-product (SOP) form.

Solution

(a) (5 points)

Y = ĀB +AB̄ +AB

= ĀB +AB̄ +AB +AB T3 Idempotency

= ĀB +AB +AB̄ +AB T6’ Commutativity

= (ĀB + AB)+ (AB̄ + AB) T7 Associativity

= B +A T10 Combining

= A+B T6’ Commutativity

(b) (5 points)

Y = ĀB̄C +ĀBC̄ +ĀBC +AB̄C̄ +ABC̄
= ĀB̄C +ĀBC +ĀBC̄ +ABC̄ +AB̄C̄ T6’ Commutativity
= ĀC +BC̄ +AB̄C̄ T10 Combining
= ĀC +BC̄ +ABC̄ +AB̄C̄ T9’ Covering
= ĀC +BC̄ +AC̄ T10 Combining

Y = A′C +AC ′ +A′B is also a minimal solution.

(c) (5 points)

Y = ĀB̄C +ABC̄ +ABC

= ĀB̄C +AB T10 Combining

9. (10 points) Hands-On Exercise

Solution

Should have one one of the following:

1. I successfully installed Quartus II v(13.1 or 14.1)on my own computer.

2. I successfully logged into a computer in one of the ECE labs using my ACE account.

3. I both installed Quartus II v(13.1 or 14.1) on my own computer and logged into a computer
in one of the ECE labs using my ACE account.
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